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“Without the co-leadership of the IT team,
putting our Open Enrollment Benefit process
online wouldn’t have happened. They supported
us completely yet took initiative at all the right
times and were always a pleasure to work with,
even during the darkest hours.” 
– Phyllis Rosen, Human Resources Director 

The Art of The Deal:
And how much if I handle

your ad campaign?

Running the numbers. Managing Ogilvy people. Bidding on work.

Collaborating on The Work with The Client. Converting digital images into

agency assets. From one end of the company to the other and all around the

world, OgilvyIT obeys SI #14.

In Asia Pacific, for example, IT staff are using the web-based business

intelligence systems Business Objects and Hyperion to get the most out of

applications handling general ledger, accounts payable and accounts

receivable. Setting the stage was a common finance system (Adept)

combined with a region wide application that calculates staff hours (Open

Office Time Sheet) and its single systems architecture (meaning that

input/output, storage, communications, control and processing are handled

the same way from Tokyo to Bangalore). The upshot? The region’s senior

managers know which accounts profit Ogilvy the most, where and how staff

spend their time, and how the different offices stack up against each other

as money makers. 

Meanwhile, IT staff undertook action on a number of fronts in North

America in 2001.

It started with North America HR and IT staff rolling out the Human Resource

Information System (HRIS), a full-scale enterprise resource planning (ERP)

solution (ERP is the industry term for those systems that manage the most

important aspects of a business). This SAP system is the first major element

of our application strategy for moving to more standardized systems.
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"I think Extensity is a major step towards 

And no, I was not paid to say this." 

WORK

Stop Making Cents: Managers in the Far East 
know where the buck stops. And where it goes.

HRIS: New pathways

making my life easier.  

- Yvette Cruz, Finance, North America

HRIS automates recruitment, applicant tracking, hiring, promotions,

compensation, benefits, payroll, training and employee profiling. The system

has already changed the HR function dramatically, with benefits and payroll

implemented on schedule by the end of 2001, and within budget. HRIS goes

well beyond “paving the cowpaths,” Instead of using technology to replicate

manual processes at greater speed, the application lets us manage our

people and their talents in new ways. 

Later in 2002, employees themselves will be able to review and update their

personal information, including address, dependents, and emergency

contacts; change their tax status, exemptions, and withholding; and add or 

update bank data for direct deposit and expense reimbursement. Access to 

the web-based system is, of course, 24/7 — from the office, at home, 

on the road.

By placing personal functions at the fingertips of employees, HRIS leverages

self-service to lift the burden of data processing from the HR department,

leaving it free to focus on its core mission: attracting, retaining, and

motivating the best people while ensuring that the individual goals of

employees are aligned with Ogilvy’s business strategy. 

E-Procurement also arrived in North America in 2001, via the web-based

user interface of PurchasingNet. The application has already smartened up

employees about the supply pipeline. Just as HRIS does for the human

resources function, PurchasingNet gets buyers out from under the weight

of routine data processing — in this case, user requisitioning, vendor

management, quote solicitation, purchase orders, invoices, and so on. So

they are free to practice The Art of The Deal.

An asset management system was another 2001 accomplishment in North

America. Asset Insight automatically takes snapshots of hardware,

software, configuration files, what-have-you. So we now know the status of

all IT assets at the touch of a button — ensuring, for one thing, that all

software is properly licensed. (Next we’ll expand its coverage to IT staff.)

Extensity automates employee expense reporting and reimbursement,

ending a cumbersome manual process — and petty cash windows. The

application was rolled out in North America, including OgilvyOne, in 2001,

with a Timesheet module launching in early 2002.

Of course, no human resource, finance, or administrative system does us any

good if we don’t get The Job in the first place — or if we get it with bids that

undermine profit. North America’s new resource forecasting module,

OneScope, projects the time and cost of jobs under consideration.

So there’ll be better bidding. 
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Buttressing OgilvyIT’s reputation among our peers, Information Week

ranked Ogilvy #109 in its 2001 survey of the 500 largest and most innovative

American business users of technology. It was the first time the agency

made the cut. The list includes such clients as IBM, Motorola, and Kodak,

along with Sears, GE, Microsoft, and other household names. The only

communications firm on the list, Ogilvy ranked #7 among all Consulting &

Business Services firms, well ahead of such stalwarts as KPMG, Booz-Allen,

and PricewaterhouseCoopers. And this leading role in using technology

goes along with the agency’s leading role in marketing technology (our

campaigns for IBM, SAP, Motorola, AT&T Wireless, and others) and

technological marketing (designing web sites for clients). Which

themselves helped make O&M Advertising Age’s Agency of the Year and

OgilvyOne Media’s Interactive Agency of the Year. 
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Piling on the accolades, Information Week later profiled Ogilvy as one of 25

American companies "pushing the boundaries of collaborative business."

Software like BrandPlace makes it easy for clients to work together with

our creative teams — a concept, the article noted, that more and more

clients find appealing. 

Not that it’s a new trick for Ogilvy, which after all has collaborated with IBM

on those award-winning TV spots.

and an infrastructure that has changed

- Information Week

Sharing The Work with The Client is another function ripe for automation. In

2001, we leveraged our extranet experience with SAP and IBM to develop

prototype sites for other global clients on a new platform. Many global

accounts have begun using this capability to obtain additional client

business. And there’s a handy by-product: the ultimate long hallways for our

own people.

Because now there’s a place where account teams and clients can have it all

at their fingertips: Their entire campaign. Research. Strategy. Design.

Media. Creative, whether print, video, audio, or code. Previous work as well

as work-in-progress. Work produced in the local office as well as around the

globe. And a place where account teams and clients can share knowledge,

online, in real time (at least on their laptops, if not yet on their PDAs). A

place where they can collaborate with each other on everything.

Communicate without worrying about file size or enlisting couriers. And

store ideas so they are protected when colleagues depart. In short, a place

where they can practice the art of knowledge management.

A place that is totally secure.

This is BrandPlace.
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"These companies have embraced a philosophy

the way they do business." 

"The demands for how you work globally
are constantly changing." 

– Anita Valdes, Worldwide Management Supervisor
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With this work, we’ve gone far beyond Information Technology as product

and have entered the realm of Information Technology as process. A space

where it can drive Ogilvy’s business strategy.

It’s not about the computer.

Es aun más que de computadoras.

Onde há algo mais que computadores.

L'ordinateur n'est pas roi.

Es hängt nicht vom Computer ab.
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instrumental in moving our new business 

- Patrick Keyes, Director of Business Development

An opening, doorway, gateway, entrance. . .

A threshold for discovery and the initial image of what lies beyond. A

memory marker, touchstone and focal point for passage. . . gesturing us to

pass through and engage.

While BrandPlace makes a campaign’s imagery readily available to the client

and the account team, Ogilvy has long needed a visual library that makes

logos, fonts, artwork, photos, video clips, and streaming multimedia easily

available to all creatives. And in 2002, building on previous work with

Business Development, we will be developing a pilot demonstration 

of just such a system of digital asset management. Portico may become 

the gateway to Ogilvy’s creative world. It provides instant access to

catalogued, up-to-date versions of its valuable imagery, allowing re-

purposing of digital content in a fully secure environment. So Portico, like

BrandPlace, is a system of knowledge management, that ensures we do not

reinvent the wheel. 
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"IT is a true partner and has been 

processes to the next level." 

“They have little or no system for retrieving
research which has already been conducted. Reports
are read, sometimes acted on, and filed. Two years

later the researcher, the account executive, the
copywriter and the brand manager have moved to

fresh pastures. Even if somebody remembers that the
research was done, nobody can find it. So we 

re-invest the wheel, year after year.”
- David Ogilvy
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Top row/group shot (L to R): Eugene Lee, 24; Yuri Aguiar, 19; Menakshe

Sehwani, 20; Lee Kowalinski, 24; Gabriella Lollo, 18; Sharon Sullivan, 24;

Michael Akerstrom, 25; Reinhard Koehler, 22; Owen McLeod, 23; 

Matthew Wintour, 20.

Bottom row/group shot (L to R): Lyndan Sawian, 23; Bill Holcomb, 18;

Geoffrey Pinello, 22; Peter Johnston, 24; Guillermo Rojas, 17; 

Atefeh Riazi, 21; Douglas Jeffries, 19; Alberto Ercilla, 20; Biswajit Dhar, 18;

Lou Eng, 17; Alex Pan, 20; Ketan Shah, 20; Armando Garcia, 23.

Present but not shown: Ron Davis, 23; Terry Berry, 17; Jamie McLellan, 19.
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There are several hundred of us in OgilvyIT. In 442 offices in 106 countries.

Speaking over 50 languages. 

Yet speaking the same language. Because we’re all on the same page,

singing from the same hymnal, marching to the same beat. We’re here to get

The Work out. And improve the agency’s bottom line, as we look forward to

a bottoming out of the recession.

Which means that the youth of OgilvyIT, from Codernauts to Strategizers, are

only part of the IT Community. There are our Customers in the agency. And

Ogilvy’s Clients themselves. 

Is there anything the people of the IT Community can’t do?
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"If your technology operation doesn’t have a 
senior executive under the age of 15, or at least

under 25, you’re in trouble." - Tom Peters

We don’t do atoms.

PEOPLE

Ron Davis

Jamie McLellan

Armando Garcia 

Peter Johnston

Regional
Technology
Directors

Atefeh Riazi 
Chief Information Officer
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Back to Basics. Sometimes you have to return to where you began 

before you can advance. The first step in building a communications 

network second to none among agencies for accommodating the new 

world of globalization was to strengthen the heart of all such networks, 

the Data Center itself. Then a variety of tools were applied to rest of the

network to make it hum (the loudest sound when The Work flies by at the

speed of light).

2001 saw the completion of a major renovation of New York’s data center,

along with the opening of new data centers in London and Hong Kong. 

It takes three hubs for a network to meet the challenge of global

communications: messages from Oslo or Bangkok that do not go directly

can be routed through London and Hong Kong instead of New York. So email

is much faster. And with these hubs eliminating single points of failure, there

is always another way (or two) to get there from here. So our system for

delivering email gets it done more reliably than the horse network carrying

Persian mail in 500 BC, whose dependability astonished the Greeks.

Meanwhile, new backups give us the ability to recover from any disaster, as

confirmed when the New York hub quickly got back to speed after losing

connectivity on September 11.

Meanwhile, the upgrading of Lotus 4.0 to R5 on servers worldwide and the

installation of 22 more of these Magic Boxes in the various regions

smoothed our communications even more. 

Ogilvy WorldView helps us manage our global network. This state-of-the-art

system tells us in real time if a system is down or if a queue starts to build.

So we can take immediate action, even remotely, down to the server level in

each office. By the time the office in Barcelona or Bangkok opens for the

day, most problems will have been resolved. 

DYS Analytics measures the volume of email through the network 24/7.

Know the flow, and you know how to juggle resources over time to

accommodate it. Which means we don’t buy more servers than we need.

WebTrends detects how well Ogilvy web sites perform around the world over

the course of the day. Ogilvy.com loads in an instant within Worldwide Plaza,

but not nearly as fast in the Taipei office. So more bandwidth may be needed

in Asia Pacific.

Work is underway to standardize the ISP within each of the four regions.

This will make for less “hot-potato routing,” in which communication

packets are unloaded as quickly as possible by ISPs combining on a delivery,

leading to delays when the packets inevitably drop. And we’re managing

traffic to ensure that voice communications are not split up, rendering 

them unintelligible.

Packeteer tells us the nature of the flow. Before investing in larger 

pipes, any IT group would want to ensure that web traffic is essentially

business related. 

We wanted to.

And it is.
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"Neither snow nor rain nor heat nor gloom of

completion of their appointed rounds." 

night stays these couriers from the swift

- Herotodus

NETWORK

A team sport

Inside the Data Closet: Before and after

DYS Analytics I KNOW

Ogilvy WorldView
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Improved infrastructure was not the only thing we needed. Policies are as

potent as pipes. Example? Even with a more robust network in place, we

would have suffered unacceptable down time if we had not reduced the

amount of email stored on the system. Message volume has been doubling

every six months, as opened email accumulates on the system relentlessly.

And adding servers for live storage of unlimited email is a solution that does

not compute, anywhere.

Launched in North and Latin America at the end of 2000, e-Cleanup purged

attachments older than 60 days from the system. Because attachments are

gluttons for server space, the change was dramatic. Servers formerly filled

to the brim with traffic suddenly had room to spare. Europe, Middle East,

Africa (EMEA) and Asia Pacific continued the campaign in 2001, solving the

capacity problem by limiting overall network storage space. Altogether,

e-Cleanup helped us avoid spending $3 million on new equipment. And 

little pain accompanied the gain, with universal awareness of the new

policies achieved using elevator posters, e- and voicemail reminders, and a

lobby display. Meanwhile, RedCarpet helped guide the way to protecting

critical attachments.

Other new policies included the formal integration of technical

documentation into our work, so we can change a program when we need to.

And creating quality standards, so we won’t have to change it all that much.

Because to do The Work, you have to trust the computer.
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System Watch was installed in 2001 to monitor network security, which took

on a new urgency in the post -9/11 era. This piece of software reports

attempted and actual violations, alerting system security personnel

automatically. A key defense against viruses such as SirCam and Code Red,

System Watch prevented enormous mischief in 2001. As another security

measure, we began enforcing a change of passwords every 60 days.

Meanwhile, constructing the new network gave us a chance to strengthen

firewalls everywhere. Along with new security personnel, beefed-up

policies, field audits and employee training, these firewalls provide state-of-

the-art protection for our communications. And by practicing the policy of

containment, we ensure that any problems that do develop in the network

can be isolated before spreading globally. 

Stronger firewalls characterize virtual private networks (VPNs), which 

we continue to install in all local offices with Internet access, creating

wireless links in our global network. Cheaper than frame relays, VPNs

connect to the Net with a local call. And they provide many times 

the bandwidth.

Which is crucial, because trying to access our large and growing graphic files

through existing cable has been like sucking jello through a straw. 
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"When you link up to another computer, 

that computer has ever linked up to." 

you’re linking up to every computer that

- Dennis Miller

“It could happen to you.”
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All of this "network work" is pretty basic stuff, when you come down to 

it — in spite of the spiffy new tools. Safe connectivity is the overriding goal.

So there you have it. 

The network for "the Network that Nets."
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Change control is another critical accomplishment. Application and

procedural changes have at times had undesirable ramifications in other

applications or other parts of the network. So we established which

hardware and software the three data centers can obtain without fear of

contaminating the network. And we’ve set aside an area apart from the live

system where we develop and stage changes, and a quality assurance region

where we simulate their effects on the network. Only if the simulation

proves uneventful can changes be passed to the database.

Notwithstanding the new infrastructure, the new network management

capability, and the new policies, we enlist outside support to provide an

extra measure of protection where it is most needed, as in Ogilvy

Interactive. And we can move like lightning when it’s needed.
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"Additional hosting and support have begun to
such as showcase.ogilvy.com up to a 

bring our interactive production sites
professional state of performance." 

- Mel Bellar, Ogilvy Interactive

Helped to get it up and running in record time.Good to go live?
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The basics are in place. But not all our customers find it easy to use

technology in their work. Our call centers, known of course as help desks,

are working well, but this channel is hardly the only or even the preferred

way of ensuring user-friendly technology.

Know Otto? With even standard applications evolving so rapidly, anyone can

fall behind the knowledge curve. And thousands of hours are lost each year

as employees struggle with the mysteries of essential software tools,

becoming frustrated and discouraged in the process.

Thick user manuals: a useful desk reference at times, allowing one to learn

at one’s own pace, but no substitute for interactive learning. Classroom

training: interactive, but its speed is often dictated by the class as a whole.

And it can be expensive, difficult to arrange, and inconvenient for some of

us to attend. 

So, while not abandoning either technique, we’ll leverage our investment in

IT to combine the best of both worlds by educating employees in Lotus

Notes, Microsoft Office, iPass, and other IT skills online, at their own pace.

They’ll use information technology to learn information technology.

Online Technology Training at Ogilvy (Otto) began rolling out at select

offices worldwide in 2001. The Ogilvy customization of an award-winning 

e-Learning system focusing on technology training, Otto includes student

discussion areas, online mentoring and a search engine to select two-to-

three minute chunks of learning on various topics. Implementing Otto will

also help us standardize applications across the agency.

What about accessing email and the Internet on the road, or in a virtual

office? Road warriors and telecommuters worldwide now have

better/faster/cheaper access to the network and the Net with iPass, a

feature of our Remote Access Service. This software uses the VPN to get

online with a local connection, burrowing under the Internet to access email

at Ogilvy offices around the globe. 

And what about accessing specific applications like your finance system,

Truffles and all the new ones about to roll out? Of course, passwords are the

way in. But which application uses your dog’s name, and which your cat’s

birthday? We’re simplifying things and freeing up employee cranial capacity

worldwide by tying all applications to the same password. Which makes the

enforced change every 60 days easier to handle.

Of course, it all starts with turning the computer on. And if the front page

visible to Ogilvy employees has a standard look and identical minimum

content, we’ll all be — well, on the same page, of course. MyPlace was

launched in EMEA at the start of 2002, with everything needed to start the

day at one’s fingertips. Lotus Notes (the better software searched for, and

found, by those codernauts from a parallel universe). Ogilvy Internet and

intranet sites. The most critical news from the company, the region, and the

local office. The general interest articles of InfoClips. Favorite links to other

places. A directory so colleagues can find each other around the world and

which serves as the master file for populating all applications containing

people and places in Ogilvy systems, strengthening security, and setting the

stage for Web access to Lotus Notes.

Finally, the Information & Communication System Guidelines and Policies

was published. So all employees know the policies governing their use of IT

in general, and email and the Internet in particular.
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"They have come in search of better software." - IBM Campaign

INTERFACE

Ogilvy internet 
and intranet sites 
to help you do 
your work. You can
use different
applications than
these, including
ogilvyexpess.com
and Performance
Appraisal.

Make yourself at home.
Custom-build your favorite links.

Looking for someone special?
Enter the search Directory.

Your trusty Lotus
Notes applications.

Check our company
news, anything else

your local Office
wants you to know,

and articles about
advertising, business
and related subjects.

Update your ID here.

Now You Know: Your e-learning is 
confirmed by post-training exercises.
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The expression isn’t ‘wise as a user manual.’

19
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We’ll be controlling expenses and expenditures further in the year ahead:

• Providing regional and local offices with the telecom costs 

of comparable firms in these locations. This kind of intelligence 

can help justify renegotiating existing contracts, or letting new, more

advantageous ones. 

• Experimenting with new technology. By piloting the piggybacking of

interoffice long-distance phone calls on our data communications network

(Voice over Internet Protocol, or VoIP), and by achieving a successful test,

we’ll be set to save in 2003 and beyond.

• Evaluating IT costs as a whole (the Total Cost of Ownership), as 

a share of agency revenue. By comparing what we spend in providing IT

services to what our business peers spend, and drilling down on cost

elements that are out-of-limits, we can efficiently target our cost

reduction efforts.
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The bottom line takes on ever greater importance for IT in tough times like

these, observes Technology Marketing, "with the economy in a tight

tailspin, tight budgets and pressure to meet the short-term numbers."

Several initiatives helped Ogilvy reach its profitability goals in 2001: 

• Better prices and terms in big-ticket procurements than by acting alone –

i.e., joining forces with other WPP companies to leverage overall

purchasing power.

• A better solution to managing the explosion of E-Mail than buying new

servers – in other words, e-Cleanup.

• A less costly completion of the global network than traditional frame

relays – namely, using the wireless connectivity of the VPN to link various

offices.

• Cheaper connections to the network and the Net for road warriors than by

calling long-distance — in other words, iPass.

A sign of the times? 

Hotel phone charges no longer higher than the cost of the room. 

• Rethinking and realigning our outsourcing relationships. For example,

we will change the way we outsource finance (general ledger, accounts

payable and accounts receivable), production billing and production

purchasing. These have been handled by DDS and other legacy systems. We

plan to contract with IBM to install SAP Finance and Production, and to

maintain the hardware hosting these systems at their facilities. These new

systems should yield significant savings and deliver more efficient work

processes. Finance, for example, lets you determine the profitability of an

account anywhere in the world, and provide clients with global billing.

Finance and Production are ERP applications like HRIS that is now being

implemented. As such, they form the second major element of our

application strategy for moving to standardized systems.
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"iPass has cut my hotel phone bills by 75%." - David Mechlin, 

Worldwide Client Service Director

FINANCE

By 2010, technology spending will 
comprise 70% of all U.S. capital 
expenditures, up from 40% today. 

– Gartner

VoIP: He’s not heavy. He’s my brother.
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Doing the work that gets out The Work today is not enough. We at OgilvyIT are

also preparing to get out The Work in the years ahead. Because even though we’re

in a downturn, tech change is coming. There’ll be unlimited broadband. mlife2.

Peer-to-peer computing. Voice everywhere. PDAs that rule the earth and sky.

More and more commerce moved to the Web. For business has only begun

"overhaul[ing] existing systems to accommodate e-business and fully participate

in the Internet economy," warns Technology Marketing. "This transition is the

21st century equivalent of the early 20th century shift from steam power to

electricity in manufacturing. In other words, the change is huge."

We’ll be in a place where every pixel of every frame is always picture-perfect.

Where the brand dialogs one-on-one with every single customer, with a precisely

measured impact. Increasing globalization will present an irresistible opportunity

for the company that practically owns global branding. And vaster connectedness,

made-to-order for the company that depends on its audience’s connecting the

dots. But there will also be changes not on anyone’s radar screen.

And the best way to prepare for change inside and outside the agency is to

organize the database. The idea is to make information globally accessible,

intelligently integrated, and totally secure. Once again, our own 360. We’ll then

always be in a position to develop global business solutions with local

applicability, using the technology of the day.

Whenever that day is.
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"If the rate of change inside an organization 

is less than the rate of change outside, 

the end is in sight." - Jack Welch

FUTURE
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